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New Horizon is a sampler of compositions scripted by Nigel Alan Zett, a 20 year seasoned in Classic

Rock music and hatch a great variety of styles from rock to country to popular. 11 MP3 Songs ROCK:

Classic Shake COUNTRY: Country Rock New Horizon Songs Details: About the Artist: Nigel Alan Zett

(Electric and acoustical guitars, bass guiter, synthesizers and vocals) and Bryan Berkebile (Drums and

electronic percussion) have been playing music together for 20 years. Most of their music has been heard

in hotels and on dance floors throughout New England. Several years ago Nigel married his lead female

singer, Cindy and the band Alliance became a group of three, supplemented by musicians hired for great

performances. New Horizon is their first venture into a recorded album. Editorial review from

Amazon.Com - April 19, 1999: "Alliance Band brings back ballsy, 80's-style arena rock. Let's face it - we

all miss that big sound. Well, if this CD gets the exposure it deserves, then Alliance Band is on the way to

bringing back those good times. There are two killer cuts on this collection. The opener, "Weekend

Warriors," and #7, "Jackie Metal." These are "crank-it-up-in-your-car-and sing-along" classics that get me

every time!" "Here is good solid metal with a polished chrome finish. The lyrics are easily understood and

Nigel Zett, the composer, surpises and amuses with his unusual guitar solo lines. These are songs that I

wish I'd scripted, which is rare for me to say. My next favorite is "All I Want," a jumpy, quirky, rythmic

number with a great vocal sound - pure upbeat fun. There's strong party rock 'n roll on here too, with

"Love's a Bitch" and "Underhatch." This is power pop with just enough edge to keep us in a rowdy mood.

In a little more serious vein, we have "Her Mister," a song about being in love with a musician (gulp!), but

this too has nice lyrics and hooks, and manages not to become too mushy. The softer songs on the CD,

"Halfway Home," "What I Knew Then," and "The Meaning of Life" are the ones I'm not crazy about.

They're too homey; nicely done though." "Brave enough to include an instrumental number, the boys

actually pull it off with the final track, "Nothin' but Trouble," which barrels along for nearly six minutes like

a long roller coaster ride of cool rhythms, riffs, and guitar and bass hooks that cooks from start to finish. I

want to see them do this one live! We even have one hatch tune to round things out - a very clever

remake of the Judas Priest classic, "You've Got Another Thing Comin'," retitled "Another Another" (Cute).
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I characterize this cut as the Moody Blues bus crashing into the Judas Priest bus, and the result is this

amalgam of the two styles. Changing a crushing metal classic in this way and not ruining it is quite a feat,

but this only showcases the musical inventiveness of the arranger, Nigel Zett. This remake stands on its

own as a very good song, as if the original never existed. Pretty amazing." "I'd also like to note that I've

had the privilege of seeing the members of Alliance Band perform live in their earlier club incarnations. In

addition to their strong originals, their hatch tunes were always "spot on" as they say in England. When

these guys get out live again, make sure you see them! So, to close this whole thing, nice job on the first

one guys, let's get busy, can't wait for the next one!"
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